EPISODE 19
Cheat Sheet by Kortney Garrison

Reading Aloud with Toddlers
Guests: Sarah Dahl & Haley Scharf
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Meet Sarah Dahl and Haley Scharf
Sarah and Haley are the two friends behind Aslan’s Library, the excellent blog that
helps parents find beautiful and true theological books for kids. Their friendship
deepened when they joined the same book group in 2007. They wanted to create a
blog to share their growing booklists and to begin a conversation about beauty found
in children’s theological books.

In This Episode
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You’ll learn tips for reading aloud even with the littlest children. Haley and Sarah
share stories from their own families about keeping the joy of reading aloud front
and center. They also share how they deal with library trips and the sometimes
less desirable books that kids find there. And woven throughout is the loving and
thoughtful talk about children that makes Aslan’s Library such a gem.

It’s like inviting friends into your home
or having people live with you.
We want to share our lives with certain books;
and others, we just have over for dinner.
-Sarah Dahl
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Cheater’s Guide
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Use this guide to skip to parts that most interest you, or listen to the entire podcast.
3:36

Where the idea for the blog’s name came from

5:30

Beauty and truth feed our children

6:34

Honoring children by choosing great books

7:41

Finding books that parents love to read and kids love to listen to

8:54

Using booklists as tools instead of commandments

9:47

Sometimes read-alouds fall apart

11:03

Making a family read-aloud recording

13:08

Let toddlers roam during read aloud

16:00

Favorites by William Steig

16:44

Keeping the connection between reading and joy

19:39

Favorite books for littles

23:14

Children are persons

25:17

Reading that’s over their heads

27:38

Introducing our children to the possibilities of language

29:29

Making a visual record of favorite books from the library

32:03

Reading at whim and the art of strewing

34:22

The freedom to choose twaddle

36:54

Books you want to live with

Love your child where they are,
and know that they’re going to grow to love books
if you love books and if you love them.
So keep that connection between joy and books.
-Haley Scharf
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Major Takeaways
{{Sarah and Haley talk about the respect they have for children
as persons.
We all feed our children good, nourishing food. In a similar way, the good, the
true, and the beautiful feed our children’s souls and help nourish them in profound
ways.

{{Good books are stories that parents love to read and children
love to listen to.
Haley and Sarah talk about the power of a good booklist, but they encourage us
to pick books that we really enjoy, to let joy be the guide. They also suggest that a
few well-chosen books are really all you need.

{{Often, children know and understand more than we give them
credit for.
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From Haley’s daughter listening and responding to Bible stories to Sarah reading
and relishing the beautiful language of The Princess and The Goblin with her
daughter, children are often more capable than we think. We can honor that by
reading a little above their heads, giving them access to what Andrew Pudewa (in
Episode 1) calls reliable and sophisticated patterns of language.
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Show Notes
Books we talked about during the show:
The Amazing Bone by William Steig
Boynton’s Greatest Hits: Volume 1 by Sandra Boynton
Gossie by Olivier Dunrea
Dear Zoo: A Lift-the-Flap Book by Rod Campbell
The Frog and Toad Collection Box Set by Arnold Lobel
The Alphabet Room by Sara Pinto
Pancakes for Breakfast by Tomie dePaola
The Seven Silly Eaters by Mary Ann Hoberman
The Big Alfie and Annie Rose Storybook by Shirley Hughes
Richard Scarry’s Cars and Trucks and Things That Go by Richard Scarry
The Maggie B by Irene Haas
The Folk Tale Classics Keepsake Collection by Paul Galdone
Five Children and It by E. Nesbit
The Complete Brambly Hedge by Jill Barklem
Tales of Magic Boxed Set by Edward Eager
The Hobbitt by J.R.R. Tolkein
The Bird in the Tree, Pilgrim’s Inn, and The Heart of the Family (Eliot Family Trilogy) by
Elizabeth Goudge
Each Peach Pear Plum by Allan Ahlberg
Other links from this episode:
Haley’s blog post Owning the Library.
Sarah’s blog post Reading Over Their Heads.
Haley’s blog post Toddlers and Stories.
Get The Hobbit (or any other audiobook) for FREE by signing up for a 30-day trial at
Audible.
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Find scores of fantastic Jim Weiss audio recordings at Peace Hill Press.
Listen to Jim provide tips, tricks, and encouragement on reading aloud and
storytelling in Episode 4 and Episode 5 of the Read-Aloud Revival podcast.
In Episode 1, Andrew Pudewa explains why kids need to listen to reliable and
sophisticated language patterns—found more frequently in read-alouds and
audiobooks than in everyday conversations.
In Episode 10, Heidi Scovel raves about the sophisticated, yet understandable,
language in William Steig’s books.
To find more resources to help you build your family culture around books, visit
ReadAloudRevival.com.
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Action Plan
1. When reading aloud with your children do you sometimes
sacrifice peace in order to complete the reading?
How can you become a good guide, a friendly guide?

2. Developing good taste—it takes time.
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Listen to Episode 7 with Melissa Wiley and think about how she practices
“strewing.” Think of a topic that brings your child joy. What good and beautiful
books could you strew to help build up that taste for truth?
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